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Summary 
 

The activities of banking institutions play an important role in the processes of financing the development 

of the economy, providing business entities and individuals with sufficient financial resources. Over the past 

few years, the banking sector has undergone a series of crisis shocks. In the context of the unstable 

development of the Ukrainian economy, monitoring the performance of banks requires constant 

consideration to prevent possible crisis shocks, and in general to determine the prospects for the 

development of the domestic banking sector. Therefore, the research topic is undoubtedly relevant. 

The purpose of the scientific article: to analyze the main indicators of the activities of banking institutions in 

modern conditions and to determine the prospects for the development of the domestic banking sector. The 

article uses general scientific methods: analysis, synthesis, induction, deduction, concretization - for the 

collection, systematization and processing of information for the purpose of carrying out the reporting; 

graphical method - for visual presentation of analytical material on the research topic; abstract-logical method 

- for the implementation of theoretical generalizations and conclusions regarding the current state and 

prospects for the development of the banking sector in Ukraine. 

The scientific article monitors the performance indicators of the banking sector of Ukraine in modern 

conditions. The values of economic standards in general for the system of banks and economic standards of 

systemically important banks in Ukraine are investigated. It was determined that the banking system of 

Ukraine has a high level of capitalization and liquidity, which exceeds the standard values, that is, a 

sufficient margin of safety for sustainable development. The main prospects for the development of the 

banking sector in Ukraine have been determined. 

The main prospects for the development of banking sector of Ukraine have been determined: 

improvement of legislative acts regulating banking activities; development of incentive banking regulation 

mechanisms; improvement and development of remote banking services (with the strengthening of 

quarantine measures, a large number of customers preferred exactly remote banking); development and 

implementation of the latest digital technologies in the activities of banks and the creation of digital banks 

(example: the successful Monobank project from Universalbank); introduction of innovative banking services 

and products; strengthening measures to counter cyber fraud; promoting the development of interaction 

between the banking sector and businesses that have a high level of compliance; improvement of corporate 

governance systems in banking institutions. The greatest relevance, in our opinion, will be further research 

aimed at identifying problematic aspects of the banking sector and finding ways to solve them. 
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